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	Exploring SE for Android, 9781784390594 (1784390593), Packt Publishing, 2015

	Discover Security Enhancements (SE) for Android to build your own protected Android-based systems


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamental security models and motivations behind Linux, SELinux, and SE for Android.
	
		Build and enable current security enhancements from the SE for Android project onto a working embedded UDOO board.
	
		Discover how to leverage SE for Android to secure your own projects in powerful ways using this step by step guide.



	Who This Book Is For


	This book is intended for developers and engineers with some familiarity of operating system concepts as implemented by Linux. A basic background in C code would be helpful. Their positions range from hobbyists wanting to secure their Android powered creations to OEM engineers building handsets to engineers of emerging areas where Android is seeing growth.


	What You Will Learn

	
		Experiment with Linux and SELinux access controls
	
		Build custom Android kernels
	
		Backport SE for Android patches to different Android versions
	
		Explore binder and property services, what they are, and how and why SELinux integrates them
	
		Work with Android core internal systems like init and zygote
	
		Learn how to keep pace with and navigate the details of fast moving open source projects
	
		Overcome obstacles in policy development through directed experimentation



	In Detail


	You will start by exploring the nature of the security mechanisms behind Linux and SELinux, and as you complete the chapters, you will integrate and enable SE for Android into a System on Chip (SoC), a process that, prior to this book, has never before been documented in its entirety! Discover Android's unique user space, from its use of the common UID and GID model to promote its security goals to its custom binder IPC mechanism. Explore the interface between the kernel and user space with respect to SELinux and investigate contexts and labels and their application to system objects.


	This book will help you develop the necessary skills to evaluate and engineer secured products with the Android platform, whether you are new to world of Security Enhanced Linux (SELinux) or experienced in secure system deployment.
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CCNP: Routing Study Guide (Exam 640-503)Sybex, 2001
This book is intended to help you continue on your exciting new path toward obtaining your CCNP and CCIE certification. Before reading this book, it is important to have at least read the Sybex CCNA: Cisco Certified Network Associate Study Guide, Second Edition. You can take the CCNP tests in any order, but...

		

Compliers and Compiler Generators: An Introduction With C++Thomson Delmar Learning, 1997
This book has been written to support a practically oriented course in programming language translation for senior undergraduates in Computer Science. More specifically, it is aimed at students who are probably quite competent in the art of imperative programming (for example, in C++, Pascal, or Modula-2), but whose mathematics may be a little...

		

Generating Analog IC Layouts with LAYGEN II (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology / SpringerBriefs in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2012

	This book presents an innovative methodology for the automatic generation of analog integrated circuits (ICs) layout, based on template descriptions and on evolutionary computational techniques. A design automation tool, LAYGEN II was implemented to validate the proposed approach giving special emphasis to reusability of expert design...





	

Pattern Recognition, Second EditionAcademic Press, 2003
Pattern recognition is becoming increasingly important in the age of automation and information handling and retrieval.
This book provides the most comprehensive treatment available of pattern recognition, from an engineering perspective. Developed through more than ten years of teaching experience, Pattern Recognition is appropriate for both...

		

Creating 3D Game Art for the iPhone with Unity: Featuring modo and Blender pipelinesFocal Press, 2010

	Revolutionize your iPhone and iPad game development with Unity iOS, a fully integrated professional application and powerful game engine, which is quickly becoming the best solution for creating visually stunning games for Apple's iDevices easier, and more fun for artists.  From concept to completion you'll learn to create and...


		

SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2012

	Queries not running fast enough? Tired of the phone calls from frustrated users? Grant Fritchey’s book SQL Server 2012 Query Performance Tuning is the answer to your SQL Server query performance problems. The book is revised to cover the very latest in performance optimization features and techniques. It is current with SQL...
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